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Boating is such a unique hobby.
It simultaneously develops independence,
camaraderie, self-reliance and unity. We are
alone on our boats, and yet we have the VHF
radio that keeps us connected. When something goes wrong, we must first try to solve it
alone, and when that fails, we reach out to
whoever is in the vicinity to assist. We leave
the dock a singular vessel heading out to our next great adventure, and when we arrive at our destination or return
to our home berth, we often chat with fellow boaters on the dock, regaling them in our most recent adventures
afloat. It is those moments, those sea stories we relate to others, that carries on a tradition spanning centuries,
millennia.
If we pause and think for a moment about the time humans have spent on the water, a vast majority of it has been in
the pursuit of discovery. What is up that river? What can be found in the next bay? Even today, a place visited
hundreds or thousands of times is discovered anew by the family who just bought their first boat and are on their
maiden voyage. Yes, we have charts and GPS now that help us navigate to these spots but upon arrival there is
always discovery that occurs. What sort of ice cream does that little dock store have? Where does that trailhead on
the beach lead to? Is there a better anchorage on the other side of the island?
All of these experiences will become a personal sea story, a memory that will forever have a place in the mind and a
place at story telling circles. On more than one occasion, I have ended up sitting next to a campfire on Sucia Island
amongst other boaters we have just met. Someone always has a guitar (I think they are hidden in the trees there for
just these moments), voices rise in song, sea shanties of old. In the pause between songs, stories fill the air. “We saw
a huge pod of orcas today! And there wasn’t another boat around anywhere! As we floated there watching them…”
Another song fills the space as this moment’s story teller finishes their yarn. The group, all strangers until just a short
time ago, and now the closest friends a boater could have, even if temporary, take turns sharing experiences that
come to mind, reminded maybe by a lyric in one of the songs, or a memory floated to the surface because of
another’s story. All sit quietly, enthralled as the next chronicles their tale of adventure and discovery afloat.
Even the telling of misadventures has a place in these moments. What was once a scary or dangerous moment can
become a teaching for others on how to handle an emergency. It can become the tale of heroics, ingenuity and fast
thinking that saved the day.
Sea Stories are an important part of the boating culture. Oral history is a human phenomenon that boaters embrace
without even thinking about it. I encourage you to notice these moments, the times when the stories begin to flow.
As you listen, embrace the story teller’s tale.
Continued on page 2
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Boating con’t from page 1

Try to imagine you are experiencing their
adventure first hand and allow them the space to
have their moment in sharing their experience.
Even if you have had a similar event occur in your
boating, be sure that you allow the teller to
celebrate their own in that moment, because for
them, that is what they know, what they have
experienced.
When it is your turn, be sure to share, rather than
“one up”. With your tale, add to the moment instead of trying to prove you had the better adventure. We all have
our own unique stories to tell and in them the most precious of moments to share. A sea story is a gift, a window
into the life of another mariner. That they want to share that with you should be a compliment and a treasure to
keep.
Boating, like life, is a constant education. As we learn our lessons and in turn want to share them with others, we
can celebrate together those moments and support each other in our personal journeys, both on land and afloat.
Share your sea stories, and share them often. Allow others a venue to share theirs. I truly believe that it is these
moments that makes boating even more spectacular and unique of a hobby.
Be good to one another and I will see you on the docks!

—Tarin

Parking Regulation Reminder
Please help us to maintain sanity in our parking lots. Here are a few reminders of Marina Parking Policy:

• All vehicles on site must have a current Foss Harbor Tenant or Guest parking pass. All vehicles
without a pass are subject to a fine or towing without notice and at the expense of the owner.
• Vehicles must not stay in a parking spot more than 3 consecutive days. (If you are leaving on your boat
for an extended period longer than 3 days, exceptions can be made; please check in at the marina office
for proper parking arrangements.)
• Leaving your vehicle unattended in front of your storage locker is not acceptable. Marina policy states:
“No parking in front of your locker unless you are currently in the process of accessing your locker. This
means that you are physically within 100’ of your vehicle and could move it at a moment’s notice.”
•

Please respect the time-limited parking spots near the office and dock gates as appropriate.

Liveaboard tenants, you are issued up to two (2) parking passes if two people reside on the vessel.
Please be sure that no more vehicles are parked on site than you have passes for and please respect
our “3 consecutive days” rule.
With your help in following the marina parking policies, we can together help to mitigate any frustrations over parking.
All of the above items can be found in the “Marina Rules and Regulations” which you were issued upon your move in.
You are welcome to stop by the office and pick up another copy anytime.
Thanks for your assistance,
Tarin Todd, Marina Manager
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What’s New?
Foss Harbor masks in sizes medium and large $12.99

#MaskUpWA
Foss Photo of the Month
Can you feel the love? One thing
about our little community will
always ring true:
In times of uncertainty, you can
always count on your neighbor.
We would like to thank each and
every one of our residents, who
make this marina so much more
than just a place to moor your
boat.
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The joys (and struggles) of living aboard

By David Levang

Today marks one year since we moved
onto our sailboat, MUSE - Crazy! It’s been
quite the adventure and roller-coaster.
There are times when we are in complete
awe at just how amazing it is that we get
to travel around the Puget Sound on our
floating home and then other times, where
we are literally swimming in or own shit
because we didn’t properly seal that new
thru-hole that we installed into our holding
tank. Let’s just say the highs are high and
the lows are low.
Living on the water in our tiny floating
home has brought a whole new perspective on life and I’d like to share some of
them.
Number 1:
We sold about 75% of our belongings and
I’m just as happy as before. I found that I
don’t need a bunch of stuff to feel good about myself. We got rid of everything we didn’t absolutely love and
now everything we have is our absolute favorite. We now look for value rather than convenience. For experiences rather than things.
Number 2:
Living in close quarters with your family isn’t as bad as we thought. In fact, we are closer as a family because of it. I work from home and in the past, I had my own office. A quiet area to have my zoom meetings,
make important phone calls and have those regular moments where I got to put my thinking cap on and
ponder quietly how I’m going to solve all the worlds biggest problems. Now, my son plays with legos on the
kitchen table, my daughter does her puzzle, on the kitchen table, my wife does school, on the kitchen table
and I do my work, on the kitchen table. We make it work on the only table we own. Sure it gets loud, kids
fight and Sam may send a couple frowny faces my way for not helping calm the kids down as often as she
does, but this is home. This is our family life now and I actually like it.
Number 3:
Conservation has never been more at the forefront of my mind until we moved onto the boat. I had no idea
how much electricity we used, how much water we used, how much the average person goes to the bathroom on a daily basis (It’s a lot by the way). We never had to worry about this because we had an endless
supply of water, unlimited energy and a toilet flushed all that grossness out of our lives for ever, never to be
seen again.… Now that we live on our boat, we HAVE to think about our limited supply of water, our energy
and of course the small sewage tank that sits just under the floors always reminding us that it’s there with
subtle unpleasant smells from time to time. We have to plan, conserve and be mindful of darn near every
decision.
Number 4:
I’ve never been one to want to save the planet, but now more than ever, I want to be as self sufficient as
possible. The lack of carbon footprint is a benefit of this addiction. I’ll say this out loud. I’m an addict to this
self-sufficiency lifestyle. Currently, we have 2 fatty solar panels, equaling 600 watts, strapped to the back of
our boat. We have a wind turbine that generates electricity while the wind blows, we will soon install a desalinator, which is just a fancy word for a device that turns sea water into drinking water. And last but not
least, composting toilets, so we no longer have to be reminded via smell of that nasty sewage tank that
lives below the floor boards. We are on our way and it’s exciting to know, minus food, we can be at sea for
weeks and weeks and be 100% self-sufficient/Off-grid.
Continued on page 5
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Joys and struggles, continued from page 4

Number 5:
I’ve learned how to slow down. It’s no secret, sailboats are slow, so it’s only natural that I follow the pace
that my home gives me. Although, I can’t tell you how excited I get when we are cruising a 6 MPH…You
have no idea how exhilarating this is. At this speed, it may take us 1.5 hours reach our destination, when a
simple car ride could get us there in 15 minutes, but it’s great! Sailing = patience. I’ve learned to not be in a
hurry. I’ve learned to enjoy the journey just as much as the destination. I’ve always been a fast paced kind
of person. I talk fast. I walk fast. I eat fast. All because I NEED to get to the next big thing… The truth is, it’s
rarely a “big” thing I’m trying to get too, it just feels like a big thing. Another sale. Another meeting. Another
semi-important conversation. I like living a slightly slower paced life…. It’s good for me.
Number 6:
Family time has become more important to me. I hate to say this, but I’ve chosen work over family more
often than I’d like to admit. I tell myself all the same lies that we’ve been told to believe… I’m doing this for
them. If it wasn’t for this job, we wouldn’t have the life we have. This job pays the bills, so leave me alone.
It’s hard to even write phrases like this, but it’s true. My son gave me a card for Fathers day one year and it
read “Happy Fathers Day, I love you, I wish you could play with me more”. Damn. Since then, I’ve
dramatically shifted the way I go about life. I’m not perfect and still fall into the trap of working more than I
should or want too, but now my mornings are playing UNO with Brooks, my evenings are filled with walks
on the boardwalk with Riley. Riding bikes with the family. Paddle-boarding with my two kids becomes a
regular thing in the Spring and Summer months. Time together is more intentional and much of this is
possible, we because we don’t have a big house anymore. We don’t have a yard to maintain. I don’t have a
bunch of house projects that never seem to end. Sure, we have boat projects, but for some reason, it
doesn’t seem to consume my life like the house did. These moments are finite and I’m trying to be more
present with my family. The one thing we can never get back in life, is our time. We can always make more
money, buy another house, get a new job, but you can never get back the time or lack of time, spent with
your family
Tiny living isn’t for everyone and I’m not trying to make our life sound better than it really is. We still get on
each others nerves. We still step on each other from time to time because of the small space. Our home
always feels like it’s a mess because 4 things are out of place, but that’s life now. I love life with my family. I
love life on our floating home and I Iove the nomadic potential this lifestyle will bring us.
Thank you MUSE for giving us the life we have!

Smoking’s Impact on the Ocean—Cigarette Butts Pollute our Waters!
The biggest myth about cigarette waste, and the one most relevant to smoking’s impact
on the ocean and our local waters is the suggestion that cigarette filters are
biodegradable. Unfortunately, this isn’t the case. Cigarette filters are photodegradable,
meaning that they will break down in the presence of UV radiation from the sun, but
they are not biodegradable. This ultimately means that while the filter may eventually
break down into tiny pieces, those pieces still persist in the environment.
The chemicals leeched into the environment from cigarette butts are often toxic, and easily pollute the water and
marine ecosystem. Various chemicals used as additives in cigarettes and additional ones created from when the
cigarette is combusted all go into our precious waters.
Please, if you are a smoker, dispose of your cigarette butts properly. Our waterway is not a trashcan. How easily the
balance can be disrupted. We thank you, the fish and wildlife thank you, and your neighbors thank you for keeping
your butts out of our water!
Thanks for reading!

Melynda, Assistant Manager
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Your ad here for FREE—melynda@fossharbor.com

KRIS R. HUBER IS READY
TO ANSWER YOUR REAL ESTATE QUESTIONS!
Your local Realtor right here at Foss Harbor Marina.

Yanmar 2GM20(F)
Rebuilt Engine for
Sale
Gig Harbor Area

$7200
Speak/text with Chris at (503) 840-5775 or
write to chris.jackson44@comcast.net

KRIS R HUBER IS READY Are you thinking about selling your home? Are you interested
in buying? Accurate pricing is key to selling quickly and getting top dollar. Contact me if
you have any questions about your home’s value. Located on 2nd floor of marina office.

Kris R. Huber
Windermere Real Estate Direct line: 253-777-5976
kris.r.huber@gmail.com
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